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Abstract. We present a parallel image classification approach, referred to as the parallel positive
Boolean function (PPBF), to multisource remote sensing images. PPBF is originally from the
positive Boolean function (PBF) classifier scheme. The PBF multiclassifier is developed from
a stack filter to classify specific classes of land covers. In order to enhance the efficiency of
PBF, we propose PPBF to reduce the execution time using parallel computing techniques. PPBF
fully utilizes the significant parallelism embedded in PBF to create a set of PBF stack filters
on each parallel node based on different classes of land uses. It is implemented by combin-
ing the message-passing interface library and the open multiprocessing (OpenMP) application
programing interface in a hybrid mode. The experimental results demonstrate that PPBF sig-
nificantly reduces the computational loads of PBF classification. C© 2011 Society of Photo-Optical

Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.3626866]
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1 Introduction

State-of-the-art sensors can make use of a growing number of spectral bands. This recent
technology finds applications in many fields, such as satellite-based geospatial technology,
monitoring systems, medical imaging, and industrial product inspection. Although high volumes
of multisource remote sensing images are continuously being acquired and archived, existing
methods have been shown inadequate for analyzing such large volumes of data. Besides, the
demands for higher classification accuracy of remote sensing images have also necessitated
an increasing use of different information collected from different sources. Therefore, huge
volumes of multisource data should be combined so as to yield strengthened capabilities for
land-cover classification.1 On the other hand, there is still a need for satellite sensor networks
to maintain a formation that moves through a swarm for future earth observation. Data fusion
methods thus serve as a foundation for thematic mapping in the context of a distributed geo-
information network, such as the multiple sources of sensor swarms, allowing large volumes of
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each data type to be analyzed by the most appropriate procedures.2 Without the support of new
scientific concepts and novel technological methods, these large-scale and widely distributed
data would restrain any systematic exploitation. As a result, a vital demand for new concepts
and techniques is of importance in treating the fusion of high-dimensional data sets.

With this diversity of high volumes of multisource data, high-performance computing (HPC)
is needed to acquire and fuse data from different sources, and further to obtain more accurate
interpretations of the acquired information. Currently, HPC can handle large volumes of widely
distributed remote sensing data sets and has necessitated the making of local decisions that are
eventually conveyed to a master node prior to the making of global decisions. Many efforts have
been devoted to the high-performance parallel computing in the remote sensing community, as
witnessed both in the forms of hardware performance development3–7 and software algorithm
improvements.8–13

In this regard, this paper presents an alternative promising HPC concept, known as the paral-
lel positive Boolean function (PPBF), which adopts a novel parallel approach to the supervised
classification of remote sensing images. The PPBF is proposed in accordance with the positive
Boolean function (PBF) classifier, which has been successfully applied to hyperspectral image
classifications14 and multisource data fusions.15,16 The PBF classifier is developed from a stack
filter. It implements the minimum classification error (MCE)17 as a criterion to improve classifi-
cation performance. MCE minimizes the expected error rate and gives an arbitrary combination
of the distribution function. The goal of MCE learning is to discriminate the observations cor-
rectly for best classification rather than to fit the sample distributions well. Compared to the
distribution estimation method, MCE shows a significant improvement in terms of classification
accuracy.17 Each stack filter corresponding to a PBF possesses the well-known weak superpo-
sition property (known as the threshold decomposition property) and the ordering property
(also known as the stacking property).16,18 These special characteristics make the PBF classifier
possible to be implemented in parallel in terms of different land-use classes. In this paper,
the proposed PPBF algorithm aims at decomposing the computations of the PBF method into
successively smaller PBF stack filters implemented with the message-passing interface (MPI)
library19 and the open multiprocessing (OpenMP) application programing interface (API)20 in
a hybrid mode. The experimental results show that PPBF can significantly reduce the compu-
tational burden of PBF classification. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the proposed PPBF method in details. Section 3 demonstrates a set of experiments
that validate the feasibility and utility of the proposed approach. In Sec. 4, several conclusions
are presented.

2 Methodology

In this paper, a realization of PPBF, namely a hybrid-PPBF (combining MPI and OpenMP)
scheme,21 is examined to validate the flexibility of proposed PPBF scheme. It is implemented to
completely combine MPI library and OpenMP API and fully utilize the coarse-grain parallelism
among multicomputers and the fine-grain parallelization of multiprocessors. In parallel
computing, granularity is defined as the ratio of computation to the amount of communication.
In fine-grain parallelism, each parallel task is relatively small in terms of code size and data are
transferred among parallel units frequently. The finer the granularity is, the greater the potential
for parallelism. However, it incurs more synchronization and communication overhead com-
pared to coarse-grain parallelism. The proposed PPBF multiclassification scheme is presented in
two phases. They are PPBF learning (training) and PPBF classification phases, as shown in Fig. 1.
Note that the flows of the PPBF learning and classification phases shown in the related figures
are indicated as black and white arrows, respectively. Because of the symmetrical properties
of the stack filters implemented in PBF, the proposed PPBF can perfectly partition them into
well load-balanced parallel tasks by each distinct class ωk of labeled and unlabeled samples.16

This partitioning scheme can be adapted to two domains of both spectral and spatial partitions,
especially for hyperspectral images and the fusions of multisource remote sensing images.
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Fig. 1 Parallel mechanism of the PPBF method: (a) The training phase and (b) classification
phase of proposed PPBF method.

The principle of parallelization is generally focused on how to maximize processor utiliza-
tions, minimize communication overheads, and balance computational burdens. Foster proposed
a theoretical framework for designing a parallel algorithm.22 The methodology structures the
design process as four distinct steps, namely, partitioning, communication, agglomeration, and
mapping (PCAM). (i ) In the partitioning step, the computational tasks and data are first rec-
ognized and divided into parallel partitions. (ii ) Data sharing between computational tasks is
analyzed in the communication step. (iii ) In the agglomeration step, the previously defined
task and communication structures are evaluated. If necessary, the computational tasks are then
grouped into larger tasks to improve the performances of parallelism. (iv ) Each task is finally
assigned to a processor or a thread to balance the work loads in the mapping step.

On the basis of the PCAM methodology, a sophisticated parallelization analysis for the load
balancing is evaluated prior to the mechanism design of the proposed PPBF. Hence, the designed
PPBF learning phase in this paper can be divided into two stages as shown in Fig. 1(a). The
first stage (stage 1) is a threshold decomposition, also known as normalization and quantization
(NQ). On master node (MN), the training samples XTRN = (xk

TRN1
, . . . , xk

TRNl
, . . . , xk

TRNn
) of

different classes ωk , k ∈ {1, . . . , N}, are first distributed to each different parallel subnode
(SN) ωk . Then the threshold decomposition is executed to normalize and quantize the scales
of these training samples XTRN of multiple sources in each SN for the data preprocessing
prior to PPBF classification. In stage 2 (Learning), PPBF learning is performed to obtain the
optimal Boolean functions Bk

f (·) for each class on different SNs in parallel. There are also
two stages in the PPBF classification phase. The first stage (stage A) is functionally similar to
stage 1 (NQ) of PPBF learning phase. It is a threshold decomposition stage that normalizes and
quantizes the scales of the test samples XTST of different classes in different SNs. In stage B
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(Classification), the classification processes of the proposed PPBF are performed in parallel for
multiclassification on each different SNs and, finally, the classification map is determined on
the MN. The methodology of the proposed PPBF is illustrated in detail in Secs. 2.1–2.3.

2.1 Implementation of Hybrid Parallel Positive Boolean Function

Parallel computers can be categorized into two classes according to the organization of the
system. The first one is the distributed-memory multiprocessors or multicomputers (clusters).
MPI is the most commonly used programing environment in such systems. Because of the
high communication expenses in the distributed cluster environment, coarse granularity de-
sign is typically used by the MPI programs to reduce the communication-to-computation ra-
tios. A quantitative characterization of communication overhead becomes crucial for making
performance-optimization decisions. Hence, in this regard, the major design issues of the MPI-
PPBF rest on how to minimize the communication delays on the MPI clusters. The second class
of parallel computers is the shared-memory multiprocessors, such as symmetric multiprocessors
(SMP) and multicore computers, also known as chip multiprocessors (CMP). Because shared-
memory systems have lower communication overhead, parallel programs can be written with a
finer granularity. OpenMP is the most frequently used mechanism for developing parallel pro-
gram in this environment. For CMP, the effects of computation-to-synchronization ratios will be
particularly important to the performance. Thus, the major design issue of the OpenMP-PPBF
includes the proper use of synchronization in multicore systems.

The MPI library mainly supports a development environment for parallel programing in a
cluster with distributed-memory organization. It can implement a message-passing mechanism
among the nodes in a cluster. OpenMP API provides a set of compiler directives run in a
multiprocessor (multicore) with shared-memory architecture. It can execute parallel programing
on an SMP/CMP. Both of them can be implemented in a similar fashion that supports the single-
program multiple-data (SPMD) programing model for MPI and the fork-join model for OpenMP
with the same multiple-instruction, multiple-data (MIMD) architectures (Flynn’s taxonomy).23

The MPI library and OpenMP API are also compatible with the most widely used computer
language. Because of the symmetrical and parallel properties of the superposition and stack
properties of the PBF,18 the proposed PPBF can be efficiently adapted to these different degrees
of parallelism. Consequently, the proposed PPBF technique can be implemented by the hybrid-
PPBF, which combines the cost-effective MPI clusters and the sophisticated OpenMP multicore
architectures to reduce workloads.

With highly symmetrical and parallel properties, the proposed hybrid PPBF can be well
divided into successively parallel levels of the MCE learning modules and the stack filters16 in a
variety of parallel partitions as shown in Fig. 2. These properties, the substances of parallelism
contained in the PPBF can also be explored. As a consequence, an appropriate granularity
of parallelism can therefore be conducted from a wide range scale of the PPBF parallelism
especially accommodated to the cluster networks and the CMP/SMP architectures. This allows
accessing and exploring the parallelism in different levels of parallel computing standards, such
as the MPI executed on a cluster and the OpenMP run on an SMP/CMP. These advantages can
be proven by the high parallel speedup ratios, as demonstrated in Sec. 3.

2.2 Stages 1 and A: Threshold Decomposition (NQ)

We assume there are N different classes. The threshold decomposition T�(·), also known as
(NQ) function, are initially applied to the band vectors bk (feature sets) of training sam-
ples XTRN = (xk

TRN1
, . . . , xk

TRNl
, . . . , xk

TRNn
) for all classes ωk , k ∈ {1, . . . , N} and test sam-

ples XTST = (xTST1 , . . . , xTSTl
, . . . , xTSTn

) to generate the new NQ binary vectors eNQ. These
samples XTRN/TSTl

for all bands, where l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, are first calculated simultaneously
on each SN in parallel, as shown in stages 1 and A of Fig. 1. They are normalized to
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Fig. 2 Hierarchical structure of hybrid PPBF.

the range (0, 1) by the nonlinear sigmoid function.24 These normalized vector eNTRN/TSTl

are next uniformly quantized into L − 1 levels on each SN ωk to produce binary vectors of
the training samples ek

NQTRN�,l
= (ek

NQ�,1
, . . . , ek

NQ�,l
, . . . , ek

NQ�,n
) in PPBF learning phase and

the test samples eNQTST�,l
= (eNQ�,1 , . . . , eNQ�,l

, . . . , eNQ�,n
) in PPBF classification phase, where

� ∈ {L − 1, . . . , 1}. It uses the NQ function T�(·) to transform the XTRN/TST samples of real
numbers into the binary vectors ek

NQTRN
for all different classes ωk and eNQTST

on each parallel
SN ωk .

As shown in Fig. 3, all band vectors XTRN/TST are normalized and quantized into L levels
of binary numbers stored at each threshold level � of parallel stack filters Sk

f (·). A set of binary
vectors eNQTRN/TST is then constructed in these levels of stack filters for the MCE learning and
classification. These NQ binary vectors eNQTRN/TST on each SN ωk are crucial to subsequent PPBF
classifications for both PPBF learning and classification phases, as shown in Fig. 1.

2.3 Stages 2 and B: Parallel Positive Boolean Function Learning
and Classification

The proposed PPBF is designed to develop a multiclass classifier that can fully utilize MCE17

learning ability as its optimization criterion.16 With the discrete and nonlinear binary capabilities
of the PPBF, general information contained in the NQ binary vectors eNQ produced by previous
stages 1 and A, such as amplitudes, phase differences, degrees of polarization, etc., are well
preserved and also completely explored.25 One of the essential features in this setup lies in that
the chosen PPBF must be able to handle the extremely different types of remote sensing data and
yet accept diverse input feature vectors, while maintaining a sufficiently discrete and nonlinear
learning ability in parallel. Fig. 1 shows the parallel realization of the PBF learning with MCE
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Fig. 3 An example of a PPBF classification approach corresponding to a stack filter implemented
in Stage B (Classification).

criterion for finding the optimal PBF Bf (·) in learning phase and the proposed PBF-based
multiclassifier with stack filters for making the thematic map in classification phase.16

The PPBF broadcasts the NQ binary vectors ek
NQ to each parallel SN ωk , segments the

process of learning stage (stage 2) into parallel MCE training modules on each parallel SN ωk

simultaneously, divides the procedures of classification stage (stage B) into parallel stack filters
implemented concurrently on each parallel SN ωk , and then reassembles the summations of the
binary outputs at different levels for each distinct class on the MN. As shown in Fig. 3, these
collected summations of binary outputs are compared to each other and the smallest value is
chosen as the final decision class of the thematic maps. Two stages regarding the MCE learning
and classification of PPBF classifier are illustrated in details as follows.

2.3.1 Stage 2 (learning)

The proposed PPBF decomposes the computation of the MCE learning16 inside a stack filter
into successive levels of the MCE modules and explores the stackable features of MCE training
at each threshold level � in parallel. Each binary level of NQ binary training vectors ek

NQTRN

can be well adapted to the parallel characteristics of the MCE criterion, which has the abil-
ity to learn from both positive and negative samples to improve the classification accuracy.
The proposed PPBF algorithm is therefore designed to distribute all training and test samples
XTRN/TST of different classes to each parallel SN ωk before the MCE learning parameters, and
the classification maps are well determined individually. In our generalized positive Boolean
function (GPBF) approach,16 an optimal stack filter Sk

f (·) is defined as a filter whose MCE value
between the filter’s output and the desired signals is minimum. The multilevel MCE values can
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be decomposed into the summation of classification errors, also called occurrences, occurring
at each threshold level �.

As shown in Fig. 1, we assume there are N classes of training samples. M stands for a
fixed number of training samples for each class ωk . M × N training samples are decomposed
into binary vectors ek

NQTRN
, being the whole set of the binary training vectors ek

NQi,j,�,l
for all

classes ωk at each threshold level � with a slice l inside a window of fixed length n, where
k ∈ {1, . . . , N}, i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, � ∈ {L − 1, . . . , 1}, and l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, as
shown in Fig. 3. Let xi,j represent M × N training samples and ek

NQi,j stand for M × N binary
training vectors, both with a window of fixed length n at each level �. The desired value of an
occurrence ek

NQi,j,�,l
, also known as a binary training vector at each threshold level � with a slice

inside a window of fixed length n, can be treated as the error value of sample xi,j at class ωk . If
sample xi,j belongs to class ωk , then it means that no error occurs (i.e., the desired value of the
occurrence ek

NQi,j,�,l is 0). Otherwise, it is equal to 1,

d(ek
NQi,j,�,l) =

{
0 if i = k, xi,j ∈ ωk

1 if i �= k, xi,j �∈ ωk.
(1)

Figure 3 shows the PBF criterion,25 a Boolean function Bk
f (·) is defined as an occurrence

ek
NQi,j,�,l

at level � in a window of fixed length n (the number of Boolean binary variables) for
the class ωk . Coyle and Lin26 formulated the estimation error as the sum of 2n possible binary
window vectors, which are observed from a window of length n. That is,

min
2n−1∑
j=0

[αjp(0|xi,j ) + βjp(1|xi,j )], (2)

where αi,j , βi,j are predetermined constants that represent the cost coefficients in an observation
window of length n. The p(0|xi,j ) and the p(1|xi,j ) are the probabilities that the filter outputs a
0 from a negative occurrence and a 1 from a positive occurrence, respectively, when the MCE
observes a binary vector xi,j in its window.

Each parallel MCE learning module is trained by using its own training samples of the class
ωk as positive occurrences and the other classes as negative occurrences. The output of decision
class can be collected by summing the binary filtering occurrences at each threshold level � of
the parallel MCE learning modules on each parallel SN. Here, we apply this window of length n

to the number of feature bands for the fusion of hyperspectral and SAR images. As an example,
Fig. 3 shows that the sliding windows of fixed length n consist of binary vectors ek

NQTRN
of all

classes. They are used as the MCE training parameters for each MCE learning modules of the
proposed PPBF.

2.3.2 Stage B (classification)

On the basis of the threshold decomposition property, a binary test (unlabeled) vector eNQTST
,

also known as an input of PPBF in the classification phase, can be decomposed into the binary
vectors occurrences eNQTST�

with a window of fixed length n (n feature bands) at each threshold

level � in a stack filter Sk
f (·). Considering two samples u, v and a class ωk , we assume that

eNQTSTu
≤ eNQTSTv

for all dimensional elements as indicated above. If sample u does not belong
to class ωk (an error occurs), then sample v does not belong to class ωk . On the other hand, if
sample v is an element of class ωk (no error), the sample u should be an element of class ωk .
Here, we define Ef (·) as an error function. Thus, Ef (u) ≤ Ef (v), if eNQTSTu

≤ eNQTSTv
for all

dimensional elements. We further define Ef (x) to be PPBF Bk
f (·) of an occurrence eNQTSTx,�

of the class ωk at each threshold level � with a slice l inside a window of fixed length n. If
eNQTSTu,�

≤ eNQTSTv,�
, then Bk

f (eNQTSTu,�
) ≤ Bk

f (eNQTSTv,�
), which satisfies the stacking property

and indicates that the stacking property can effectively solve the classification problems in each
parallel stack filter Sk

f (·), as shown in Fig. 3.
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According to PBF criteria,25 a Boolean function Bk
f (x) can be defined as an occurrence

eNQTSTx,�
at each threshold level � on each parallel SN ωk for the class ωk , where k ∈ {1, . . . , N}

and � ∈ {L − 1 . . . , 1}. The classification error (CEk) on the parallel SN ωk of the class ωk , which
is defined as the expected value (E) of the differences between the desired values d(eNQTSTx,�

)
and the stack filter’s binary outputs Sf (eNQTSTx,�

) as implemented on each parallel SN ωk for
class ωk , is determined by

CEk
x = E

[∣∣d(bTSTx
) − Sk

f (bTSTx
)
∣∣]

= E

{∣∣∣∣∣
L−1∑
�=1

d[Tl(bTSTx
)] − Bk

f [Tl(bTSTx
)]

∣∣∣∣∣
}

(threshold decomposition NQ on each parallel SN ωk)

= E

[
L−1∑
�=1

∣∣∣d(eNQTSTx,�
) − Bk

f (eNQTSTx,�
)
∣∣∣
]

(stack property on each parallel SN ωk)

=
L−1∑
�=1

E
[∣∣∣d(eNQTSTx,�

) − Bk
f (eNQTSTx,�

)
∣∣∣]

=
L−1∑
�=1

∣∣∣d(eNQTSTx,�
) − Bk

f (eNQTSTx,�,l
)
∣∣∣ (3)

(l ∈ {1, . . . n}),

where a stack filter Sk
f (·), a threshold function T�(·), and a Boolean function Bk

f (·) are used at
each threshold level � of the SN ωk . The bTSTx

are band vectors of arbitrary test samples x.
The classification error CEk

x outputs [i.e., the summations of binary outputs produced from
each Boolean function Bk

f (·) of a parallel stack filter Sk
f (·) at each level �] are compared to

each other among these parallel SNs ωk , where k ∈ {1, . . . , N}. The smallest number of CEk
x is

finally chosen as an exact class ωk for the test sample x to make a thematic map. An example of
the classification procedure for an actual test sample x is shown in Fig. 3. In this phase, the NQ
binary vectors eNQTST

are applied to a set of Bk
f (·) corresponding to the successive levels of MCE

learning modules to obtain the CEks of class ωk on each parallel SN ωk in the hybrid-PPBF
hierarchical structure. This shows that the proposed PPBF method can be used as a basis for a
parallel multiclassifier.

On the whole, the entire PPBF learning and classification phases can be divided into three
components: (i) A table possessing 2n+1 entries (obtained by multiplying the possible binary
window vectors 2n by two probabilities of the filter’s outputs, 0 and 1, as shown in Eq. (2), called
a probability density table (PDT), is constructed to represent the possible threshold occurrences
of the desired values and the filter’s outputs at each threshold level �. (ii) An optimal stack filter
Sk

f (·) with the minimal MCE value is calculated by the graphic search-based algorithm27 based
on this PDT. Both components 1 and 2 are implemented on the MN and SNs. (iii) Finally, the
classification can be obtained by summing the binary filtering results on the MN, which will be
reported in detail in Sec. 3. With this criterion, this operation can be well parallelized according
to different class ωk in each parallel node.

Because the MPI is beneficial when problem granularity is greater whereas the OpenMP
takes advantages when task granularity is fine enough, hence, the major design issues over the
MPI-PPBF and OpenMP-PPBF are, respectively, how to minimize the communication delays
through the MPI cluster with loosely coupled distributed-memory architectures and how to
optimize the cache performance via the OpenMP API with tightly coupled shared-memory
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configurations. Fortunately, due to the highly symmetrical and parallel properties of PPBF,
these major considerations can be taken into account. The PBF not only can be well divided into
successively parallel stack filters but can also be further explored by the substantial parallelism
of PPBF in a variety of parallel partitions. In order to demonstrate that the proposed PPBF can be
efficiently adapted to different degrees of parallelism, a promising hybrid PPBF, which combines
both MPI-PPBF and OpenMP-PPBF, is therefore proposed. In contrast to the stand-alone MPI-
PPBF and OpenMP-PPBF, the proposed hybrid PPBF can be employed on a hierarchical
architecture of CMP/SMP clusters as shown in Fig. 2. It can combine both MPI and OpenMP
mixed features operated in a hybrid mode to efficiently exploit different levels of parallelization.

According to the PCAM methodology,22 two main mapping strategies for optimal load
balancing are proposed for hybrid-PPBF scheme. (i) Task mappings divided by distinct class
ωk for each processor provide the PPBF the best way to share data between parallel tasks
for PPBF. Using proposed task mappings, the hierarchical structure of CMP/SMP clusters can
well adopt a mixing-mode–specific parallelization strategy and can exploit distributed-memory
parallelism across the nodes of a MPI cluster, and shared-memory parallelism within each core
of CMP/SMP nodes. (ii) Data mappings distributed by all training and test samples XTRN/TST to
each SN give the PPBF a great opportunity to optimize the load balancing for the hybrid PPBF.

3 Experimental Results

This paper focuses on the speedup aspect of PPBF as compared to the original PBF. The analysis
of classification performance of PBF classifier can be found in our previous works.15,16

3.1 Experimental Setup

A plantation area in Au-Ku on the west coast of Taiwan is chosen in this study. The im-
age data were obtained by the MODIS/ASTER airborne simulator (MASTER) instrument, a
hyperspectral sensor, and Airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (AIRSAR) instrument as part of
the Pacrim II project executed in 2000. The proposed PPBF method is applied to 35 bands
selected from the 50 contiguous bands (excluding the low signal-to-noise ratio midinfrared
channels) of MASTER and nine components of AIRSAR.28 Nine components in the polari-
metric SAR covariance matrix are preprocessed.29 The MASTER and AIRSAR images had
different spatial resolutions and different numbers of bytes of pixel values. The SAR data are
registered to the same resolution of MASTER data using an averaging algorithm. Both of them
are also linearly rescaled to the same number of bytes of pixel values.

The proposed hybrid-PPBF was developed to run on a homogeneous cluster (HC), which
consists of eight machines with the Intel Core 2 Quad 2.4-GHz multiprocessor, 4-MB L2 cache
and 4 GB of memory for each node, and was compared to its counterpart of the original PBF,
which is a serial implementation written in C to run on the same stand-alone machines. The
C code used for the serial PBF approach is essentially identical to the code used in C for the
hybrid-PPBF approach. The HC was connected with a high-speed gigabit switch. It provides
MPI standard libraries and OpenMP directives. A short description of the experimental setup is
depicted in Table 1.

Table 1 Experimental setup.

CMP/SMP multcore Cluster network

Platform Intel core 2 quad-cores High-speed gigabit switch
Clock rate/speed 2.4-GHz Gigabit/second
Memory type Tightly coupled shared-memory Loosely coupled distributed-memory
Maximum capacity 1 node (4 cores) 8 nodes (32 cores)
API/library OpenMP MPI
Programming type Multi-threaded Message passing
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Fig. 4 Hybrid-PPBF performance comparisons among five test configurations, namely 1 (1),
1 (4), 2 (8), 4 (16), and 8 (32) nodes (cores), in terms of three multicriteria analyses, which
includes the three test cases of different numbers of (a) samples, (b) classes, and (c) features.

In order to illustrate the performance of proposed hybrid-PPBF method in a variety of parallel
partitions, a variety of combinations of the simulated data sets had been uniformly chosen from
the original MASTER/AIRSAR data sets. The simulated data sets were composed of different
amounts of samples XTRN/TST, classes ωk and features (bands) n (the number of bands in a
window of fixed length n in the experiments). Five different test configurations, known as 1
node (1 core) only (a single processor of a CMP node), one node with four cores (four multi-
cores of a CMP node), two nodes with eight cores (eight multicores in two CMP nodes), four
nodes with 16 cores (sixteen multicores in four CMP nodes), and 8 nodes with 32 cores (32 mul-
ticores in eight CMP nodes), were tested by varied combinations of different numbers of samples
XTRN/TST (500, 1000, 2000, and 3000), classes ωk (32, 64, 96, and 128) and features (bands)
n (3, 4, 5, and 6), which were from three test cases of the simulated data sets as presented in
Fig. 4(a)–4(c), respectively.

The speedup of execution time measured by the first configuration (one node/one core
operated in hybrid-PPBF scheme) was assumed to have a speedup ratio of 1 in the experiment.
Note that this serial version of code is optimized by using optimization flags in the compilation.
The computational speedups associated with different numbers of samples XTRN/TST, features n

and classes ωk were therefore compared to their first configuration as shown in Fig. 4. In order
to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, a speedup Sp in Eq. (4) is used to evaluate
the hybrid-PPBF performance running in the HC. Sp is the ratio between sequential execution
time and parallel execution time,

Sp = ts

tp
, (4)

where ts is the execution time of the sequential algorithm and tp is the execution time of the
parallel algorithm with p computing nodes (cores). The criteria for the performance measures
are based on the same test configuration (i.e., 32 classes, 5 features, and 500 samples), as shown
in Fig. 4, with different benchmarks (i.e., test cases A, B, and C) as described above.
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3.2 Results Comparison

With identical experimental settings, the experimental results have shown that the PPBF achieves
the same classification accuracies as described in Refs. 15 and 16. Comparison between these
results confirms that the hybrid PPBF is thus more suitable for solving the multiclassification
problems in terms of execution performance when it is compared to the original PBF classifier.
The experimental results reported in Refs. 15 and 16 also validated the evaluation of classification
accuracies and the unique properties of the proposed PPBF method. These encouraging results
have shown that satisfactory classification accuracy could be achieved with only a few training
samples. Especially for remote sensing images, it is generally difficult to provide sufficient
labeled samples obtained from expensive ground surveys.16

To demonstrate the advantages of PPBF performances, the benchmark design is based on a
variety of combinations, which include different numbers of classes ωk , features n, and samples
XTRN/TST as illustrated in the aforementioned hybrid-PPBF experimental setup. These test cases
are introduced to evaluate the flexibility and parallelism of PPBF scheme. Three multicriteria
analyses of performance comparison, (which includes test case A, with different numbers of
samples as the number of classes is set as 32 and the number of features is set as 5; test case
B, with different numbers of classes as 4 features and 500 samples are applied to test; and test
case C, with different numbers of features as 32 classes and 500 samples are fixed) are made
for hybrid-PPBF measured in HC.

On the basis of the experimental results as shown in Fig. 4, the speedup performance of three
test cases are almost proportional to their corresponding number of nodes (cores), in general.
Note that the white bars depicted in the performance charts use the same criterion in which the
numbers of classes ωk , features n and samples XTRN/TST were set to 32, 5, and 500, respectively,
to provide an interactive comparison between three different test cases in the analysis. The
performance corresponding to test cases A and B showed a better speedup than that of test case
C, on average. This indicates that more features applied to the hybrid PPBF will degrade the
speedup performance. Theoretically, it is because that the computational load of PBF classifiers
increases exponentially while the feature amount of each class is growing. As a result, the
proposed hybrid PPBF is very suitable for the available size increments of both sample and class
amount applied to the classification processes. As also shown in Fig. 4, case B performed better
than case C but slightly worse than case A. It can conclude that the greater the number of samples
that are applied to the hybrid PPBF, the better the performance that can be obtained from the
benefits of parallelism. As we can see in Table 2, all of the speedups measured in test case A are
almost close to the number of cores for the applications of large-size samples. As a result, these
obtained results have demonstrated the advantages of the proposed hybrid-PPBF technique.

Table 2 Summary of execution time and speedup for test case A with 32 classes and five
features.

No. nodes (Cores)

No. samples 1 (1) 1 (4) 2 (8) 4 (16) 8 (32)

Execution time (s)

500 52.47 13.33 6.67 3.37 1.88
1000 210.20 53.25 26.52 13.34 7.15
2000 841.04 211.67 105.81 53.25 27.50
3000 1899.99 477.98 238.67 119.89 60.34

Speedup ratio

500 1.00× 3.94× 7.86× 15.58× 27.86×
1000 1.00× 3.95× 7.93× 15.76× 29.42×
2000 1.00× 3.97× 7.95× 15.80× 30.58×
3000 1.00× 3.98× 7.96× 15.85× 31.49×
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4 Conclusion

This paper presents a novel PPBF supervised classification approach. Compared to a stand-
alone PBF classifier, PPBF can reduce the computational burden resulting from large volumes
of remote sensing images. Because of the highly symmetrical superposition and parallel stack
properties of the PBF, the proposed PPBF can fully explore the significant parallelism embedded
in PBF and decompose PBF into successively smaller PBF stack filters. Consequently, the
proposed PPBF technique can be implemented in a hybrid mode to reduce workloads. They
can further be efficiently adapted to different degrees of parallelism. The new proposed hybrid
PPBF is a promising hierarchical structure that can well combine MPI-PPBF and OpenMP-
PPBF, and properly utilize task and data mapping strategies to optimize load balancing. In the
experiment, a homogeneous cluster was employed to measure the performance of the hybrid
PPBF. Experimental results prove that the hybrid PPBF can well adapt to a variety of parallel
partitions and significantly reduces the computational loads compared to a stand-alone PBF
classifier. The proposed PPBF parallel structure allows us to explore the possibility of real-time
operation, which will be the subject of our further studies.
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